
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Training & Tour Weserbergland (M-ID: 3740)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3740-training-and-tour-weserbergland

from €749.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
4 days
03/21/2024 - 03/24/2024 4 days
04/04/2024 - 04/07/2024 4 days
04/18/2024 - 04/21/2024 4 days
05/09/2024 - 05/12/2024 4 days

The perfect combination: 4 days training and tour in a dreamlike environment. 1-day training on the
course, followed by a guided 2-day tour through one of the most beautiful motorcycle regions in
Germany, virtually right on our doorstep.

In a combination of a one-day safety training and a two-day
guided tour, you have the opportunity to learn new skills as
well as to improve and stabilize what you already know.
Especially at the beginning of the season, it is ideal to first
train basic techniques such as eye-tracking, braking, or
dodging on a closed-off practice area. Due to the small
group size of max. six participants, the trained and certified
trainer has enough space and time for individual tips.

After the training, you will have the opportunity to get to
know the roads of the Weserbergland and the neighboring
areas in the border triangle on the way to the hotel and
during the subsequent two-day guided tours. On selected
routes, you will put the contents of the safety training into
practice and sustainably increase your safety and
ultimately your enjoyment of motorcycle riding.

Training content & tour description:

Day 1, individual arrival at the hotel, meeting at 7 pm for
dinner together incl. welcome and briefing.

Day 2, in the morning: safety training on the training ground

- Sitting position, eye tracking, steering, special features of
hairpin bends; 
- Braking, swerving, stabilizing on straight tracks;
- Braking, avoiding, stabilizing in the curve;
- Leaning position, cornering techniques, line selection;
- Slow riding;
After the training, we will ride together to the hotel to finish
the day.

Day 3: Guided round tour through Weserbergland region

- Guided tours with certified tour guide on selected routes
through the Weserbergland.
- Individual feedback on riding technique during the tour;
- Curves in abundance, swinging through forests, meadows,
mountains, and valley;
Knowledge - ability - implementation, when it counts!

On the 3rd day, we ride an approx. 250 km long around
without luggage. Start and finish are at the hotel.

Day 4: guided tour through  Lipperland
On the 4th day we start at the hotel and the tour ends after
about 250 km back at the hotel as well. At the end of the
weekend our tour guide will bring you back to the starting
point of the tour on small and winding roads. From there
individual journey home.

Requirements:
- Roadworthy and registered motorcycle;
- Appropriate driving license;
- Complete protective clothing (boots, pants, jacket, helmet,
gloves);
- Unrestricted physical and mental ability to ride a
motorcycle on day trips of approx. 300 km.
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Countries Germany

Category Motorcycle Tour and Training

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

3 star hotel

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared/double room (Only available for a booking of two persons. Single
travelers need to choose the single room surcharge.)

€749.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers cannot book
without an accompanying rider)

€599.00

per person single room (surcharge - only available with an additional selection of the
basic price "per rider in shared twin/double room")

€100.00

Included

One-day safety training on a closed-off practice area with a certified trainer and riding instructor

Two guided day tours in the Weserbergland region with a certified tour guide

3 hotel nights incl. half board in a 3-star hotel

Not included

Petrol

Additional nights

Everything that is not specified under features

More details

Group size of max. six participants/minimum number of participants: 4 motorcycles

The training takes place in a closed-off area and in all weather conditions
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The training day will start at 9 am

Training location: in the Minden area

Daily stages approx. 250km, Total distance: ca. 600 km

Road condition: Well developed routes, also sometimes narrow and curvy

Riding skills: The motorcycle should be controlled well on winding roads

The package is especially suitable at the beginning of the season and - but not exclusively- for beginners and
returners

Due to the small group size of a maximum of six vehicles, we can arrange the tour flexibly and also respond to
individual wishes

Meeting point: on Friday evening at the hotel, at 6 pm latest

Accommodation: 3-star hotel in the Weserbergland region with half board.

Optional:

Additional Overnight Stays - Additional overnight stays before the training day and/or after the last day of the
tour can be arranged by everyone individually.

Number of days: 3 nights / 3 riding days
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